## Records Transferred

To: FORD MOTOR COMPANY ARCHIVES

From: J. P. H. Dethman
Administrative Services Dept.
Finance Staff

Date of Transfer: April 8, 1957

### Description

**GENERAL ACCOUNTING - LEDGERS:**

Accounts receivable contra-ledgers and accounts payable ledgers.

### Arrangement

In 48 binders

**Inclusive Dates:** 1904-1925

### Index

None

### Quantity

26 feet

### Type of Containers

13 transfer cases

### Arrangement

Standard archival procedure

### Frequency of Use

**Standard archival procedure**

### Archivist's Signature

Henry E. Edwards

### Transferer's Signature

Dale S. Nelson

### Appraisal

Other financial records for the years above.

### Suggested Arrangement

Binders to be shelved in chronological order